GSD Tier I Decision Tree – Elementary Math

Prerequisite Assessment Results
- SAGE Summative Grades 4 – 6 (Beginning of each year from previous year)
- Go Math Prerequisite Inventory (Beginning of each year)
- Granite Semester Benchmark (GSB) Pre-tests (Beginning of each semester)
- Go Math Show What You Know (Beginning of each unit)

Whole Group Tier I Instruction:
- Go Math – CRA; 5E’s
- Curriculum Maps
- GSD Vocabulary
- ELL (Go Math Book)
- Manipulatives

Do 75% or more of students demonstrate mastery?

No

Review Formative Assessment Results:
- CFA’s
- Exit Cards
- GSB Post-tests, GQB Post-Tests
- Go Math Chapter Tests
- Other

Yes

Whole Group Tier 1 Instruction:
- Go Math – CRA; 5E’s
- Curriculum Maps
- GSD Vocabulary
- ELL (Go Math Book)
- Manipulatives

Integrate Prerequisite Skills

No

No

Below Proficient Student

District Recommended Tools
- Reteach Lesson
- Customized Homework
- Interactive Student Edition
- Strategic Intervention
- Intensive Intervention – Response to Intervention
- Diagnostic Interview
- Other

Yes – Low/Mid DOK

Proficient Student

District Recommended Tools for Independent Work
- Homework
- Math Centers
- Math Games
- Other

Yes – High DOK

Highly Proficient Student

District Recommended Tools for Independent Work
- Enrichment Activities
- Math Investigation Centers
- Performance Tasks
- Critical Area Projects
- Math Olympiad
- Other

Check for Understanding (Varies)